Newsletter for the week of December 4th, 2021
The magic of the
Christmas tree! In
Acorn … & in Oak …

Dear All,
Despite another roller-coaster week of changing boundaries and regulations, strikes and demonstrations,
(to say nothing of the unpredictability of Covid infections), the magic of Christmas lights, trees and
decorations, the children’s utter delight at the timely arrival of snow, St Nicolas’ delivery of special gifts and
the joy of singing and rehearsing - all this has more than made up for the general uncertainty and anxiety
outside of school, and it genuinely has been a very special, lovely week.
Nevertheless, as you will have read in yesterday’s email, there are changes to the routine next week as a
result of the government meetings on Friday. We have a very low number of positive cases at school, but
the two case per class rule means that years 2 and 6 will have an online week next week, with siblings in
other classes remaining at home and receiving quarantine work. We are monitoring each class carefully and
will inform you immediately if a class has to close, equally we will contact you if a child seems to be slightly
unwell during the day. Thank you for your continued support in being vigilant at home.
All of the children from years 1 – 6 will be wearing masks from tomorrow, and, although we all know that
this is not going to be easy for them (or for us!), we will make sure that they have time outside without
masks, as well as regular breaks during the day when they sit further apart and are able to remove their
masks to relax and for snack and lunch times. We should also remember that, although we as adults worry
endlessly about how they are going to manage, our children are remarkably resilient and, once in class all
together, they always rise to the challenge and get on with life with their usual pleasure at being together!
Please make sure that masks are labelled with your child’s name.
This pre-Christmas period is always very special in school, and we will certainly be doing our utmost to make
sure that the children really benefit from two more weeks of school – in school. The importance of collective
learning in a social context with other children cannot be underestimated,
St Nicolas came to
particularly as there is now a three-week winter break with reduced social
school during the
contacts. School will finish at 15.25 on Friday, 17th
night!!
December with the Spring term starting on Monday,
10th January, in line with
government regulations.
Mrs Davies collecting
snow to play with in
the classroom!

Well done to everyone for a week of hard work, and a particular well done to the following:

Stars of the
Week
Nursery:
Michelle for her sheer joy and excitement at seeing snow for the first time!
Mishika for her amazing paper chain making!
Reception:
Vasudeva, for his nice and careful decoration of the bauble for our Christmas tree.
Masoomi, for her interesting ideas while discussing our Christmas story of the week during story
time.
Year 1:
Nithya, for being very focused upon her learning and producing some lovely writing about polar
bears.
Ayaan, for being increasingly independent in all aspects of school life.
Year 2:
Shreyash, for his hard work, persistence, and good thinking in maths.
Kovid, for his super performances as substitute in the show practices.
Year 3:
Kabir, for his accuracy and work-rate in Maths, and also his exemplary calm, kind manner around
the school.
Mishka, for great work on symmetry and her neat, accurate diagram of a mirror maze .
Year 4:
Noushin, for showing very pleasing progress with learning the 3- and 6-times tables.
Priyanshi for working really hard on learning a new method of subtraction known as the frog
method (counting on).
Year 5:
Ovee for lovely creative writing and neatness.
Year 6:
Virtual Stars of the Week - Year 6 Parents, who have responded responsibly, swiftly
and calmly to this week's evolving situation - thank you. Mrs Tranter

(I’m not sure that you are all going to get an actual certificate, but I sincerely echo the
thanks

! JS)

Information for the week
•

Please note that the 90-day deadline for written notice of departure for the end of the
Spring term (Friday, 1st April) falls on Saturday, 1st January. Please notify us before this
date if your child will be leaving BISB; this will ensure that your deposit can be
refunded.
• After-school clubs for this term have now finished. New information for next
year’s activities will be sent out shortly. We will also fit in the additional sessions
for Art, Chess and Running clubs in the New Year, given the new Covid ruling this
week.

•

•

If you need a receipt for reimbursements or have questions about financial matters, please
email Mr. Prescott at bisbbursar@telenet.be

GSM number for the Oak Building (Years 3, 4, 5 &6) : 0468 45 87 76

And a fitting thought to end a magical week…

Reception children
catching snowflakes with
their tongues …
That magical first snow of
the year!

Great concentration in a
year 6 music lesson!
Making fingerprint
bookmarks in Year 2’s
Wacky Wednesday
session

The Narrators
practise
introducing the
KS1 play

The peace and quiet of a
good book!

…penguin, polar bears
and lumberjacks
working together😊

It’s snowing
outside and there
are Christmas
lights inside!

Jane Still Headteacher

…fun and games in Year
3’s music session!

